Contest Winners

Classic Film

Fir11111, 2 7 0 4 Mart ha
Drie, San Jose Is this week’s
Spartan Spell -Out Winner.
Other winners include: lee
sawn, 620 S. Seventh, San
Jose, seeond place; Len
Bryant, 14643 Pepper Tree
Lane, San Jose, third place;
Francis Wong, 749 Montrose,
Palo Alto, fourth place; and
Lance Iivamura, 620 S. Seventh, San Jose, fifth place.

"Death of A Cyclist" Is the
for tomorrow, It
Classic
will be shown at 9:30 p.m. and
7 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium free to the college community. The film reveals director Jaun Bardem’s bitter
awareness of the corrupting
forces in society, the power
of privilege, wealth and position to destroy moral values
and hunumItarian instincts*.
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Suspend Military Recruitment Burns
Court Order Halts ASB Judiciary Hearings
Burns Speaks Individually
Against Hershey Directive

Attorney General Ordered
To Appear in Superior Court
By DON COX
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Santa Clara County Superior
Court Judge Peter Anello yesterday issued an order restraining ASB Attorney General Scott
Lefaver front opening official
investigation of the Nov. 20 and
21 campus demonstrations
against Dow Chemical.
Lefaver received the court
order at 2 p.m., only one-half
hour before five students were
scheduled to face the ASB Judiciary on charges of "misconduct" during the Dow demonstrations.
At the same time Grady Robertson, a student member of the Judiciary, accused Lefever of allowing the State College Chancellor’s
Office to interfere "with student
handling of the demonstration investigation."
The Superior Court order, called
for by San Jose attorney John
Thorne, requires Lefaver to appear in court Friday and "show
cause why a temporary restraining order should not be Issued
against him."
Thorne is representing 15 silldents arrested during the two-day
protest against Dow. All 15 student’s names appeared as plaintiffs
on the restraining order.
According to the order, Lefever
must show "just cause" for opening Judiciary hearings before cases
have come up in Superior Court.
Charges against 15 students are
scheduled to go before the Superior Court, starting Jan. 2.
Thorne said he called for the
restraining order because, "This
hearing (ASS Judiciary) would
prejudice the rights of those accused in court."
The attorney said he called Lefever and asked for the ASB Judiciary proceedings "to be held up
until the criminal charges were
disposed of in criminal court."
According to Lefaver the names
of the students who will face
charges before the Judiciary cannot be revealed until the hearings
begin.

ASB Justice Robertson pointed
out that the court order does what
ASB President Vic Lee and Lefaver wanted to do last week
postpone the Judiciary hearings.
"Lee and Lefever told me they
were contacted by the. Chancellor’s
office Friday morning and told to
get the Judiciary proceedings going by Monday (yesterday)," Robertson said.
"They (Lee and Lefaver) agreed
last Thursday night to postpone
the hearings for a week, allowing
Lee’s special commission to operate, but the Chancellor told them
to get in gear," the ASB Justice
continued.
Lee organized a President’s
Commission to investigate the demonstrations, before he knew that
the ASB Judiciary was going to
conduct official hearings.
Pres. Robert D. Clark turned
over investigation of the campus
demonstrations to the Judiciary
the Wednesday before Thanksgiving vacation.
Lefever has been preparing
cases against "several students"

Involved in the Dow protest since
Nov. 22.
Lee had appointed Robertson
head of the President’s Commission. "They want some heads to
roll. The Chancellor’s office is being subjected to a lot of outside
pressure to chop some heads, so
they are putting pressure on the
Judiciary," Robertson charged.
Friday, Lee had denied charges
of interference from the Chancellor’s office, saying, "The ChanHARRY GOLDEN
cellor is in no way applying pres... noted novelist
sure on us."
Lee said the decision to delay
his commission’s investigation and
begin Judiciary hearings was made
between, "Lefaver and me."
"I felt a conflict of interests
would develop if my commission
was operating at the same time as
the hearings," said Lee, adding,
"Some people I picked on my commission are on the Judiciary."
Robertson accused the ASB
President of "neglecting his reWriter of many best sellers,
sponsibility to the students, and Harry Golden, will speak tonight
the
bending to pressure from
at 8 in Concern Hall of the Music
Chancellor."
Building. The College Union Program Board is sponsoring the lecture open to all students and interested persons.
Editor and publisher of The Carolina Israelite, a 16-page publication of his views on all subjects,
Golden compiled many of his writings into book form under the
The patient’s temperature, pulse names of "Only in America" and
and blood pressure were normal, "For 2 Cents Plain." The non-fichis condition was better than ex- tion books became successive numpected, and he slept well Sunday ber one best-sellers, and both renight, Louw reported. Washkan- mained on the list at the same
sky’s heart had been so bad that time.
he had not been expected to live
PUNGEN1’ ESSAYS
long.
Two additional collections of
pungent essays followed and also
reached the top of the best-seller
lists "Enjoys, Enjoys:" and "You’re
Paul Boutelle, a vice-presidential
Entitle" included previously uncandidate of the Socialist Workers
published material concerning his
Party and militant black power
travels around the world and an
spokesman, will speak at a Sevappraisal of the Eichmann trial in
enth Street rally today at noon.
A native of Harlem, the 35-year- Israel, which he had covered for
old Boutelle recently attended the Life.
Before becoming a reporter for
Western Regional Black Youth
he
Conference held in Los Angeles the New York Daily Mirror,
where he went on record as sup- taught in elementary schools in
porting the Olympic boycott by New York City. He later worked
in the promotion department of the
black a t hidt es.
New York Post. Golden also worked a short time for the Charlotte
Observer before devoting full time
to The Carolina Israelite in 1944.
An adaptation of Harry Golden’s
life, "Only in America" was produced as a play on Broadway in
1959.
According to Robert S. Martin,
associate dean of students and
LOVE LETTER
one of the film’s coordinator’s,
His love letter to an old friend,
this afternoon’s "Day of Con- "Carl Sandberg," a commentary on
cern" showing will contain four the American poet, sold more than
Interviews with Negro students 40 thousand copies the first three
and four with Mexican -Ameri- weeks after publication.
can students.
"Forgot ten Pioneer," a honk
Panel members include Harry about the pack -peddlers of ATTleriEdwards, United Black Students ea and their contributions lo our
for Action advisor, Dr. Arturo civililation, reached the best-seller
Cabrera, S.I. advisor, Dr. Mar- list of Time, making Golden’s score
ion Richard, former foreign stu- of books published UX) per cent
dent advisor, and ASB President on the list.
Since the spring of 1964, he has
Vic Lee.
published "Mr. Kennedy and the
Representing Negro and Mexi- Negroes," the background story of
can -American Students will be the civil rights movement; "So
Valerie Dickerson, John Maupin, What Else is New?" a collection of
Norma Fiera, and John Garcia. his humorous opinions on practically everything: "A Little Girl
Dr. William Winter, professor
is Dead," an account. of the Leo
of psychology, will be moderator. Frank Trial of 1913; and "Fs, Esc.

Golden Talks
On Campus
Tonight

Heart Recipient To Face
Crucial Test by Friday
CAPE TOWN, South Africa
(API -- A South African with a
transplanted heart spoke for the
first time Monday, saying: "I
am feeling much better." But
doctors warned a crucial period
for him is expected by the week’s
end.
Louis Washkansky, 55, underwent an operation Sunday, receiving the transplanted heart of Denise Ann Darvall, 25, fatally injured in an automobile accident the
day before. Her heart was kept
"alive" for three hours with a flow
of fluid from the time of her death
until the operation.
Prof. Jan. H. Louw of Cape
Town University’s medical school,
said Washkansky’s condition was
good after what was described as
the first human heart transplant
in medical history.

Candidate Speaks

By JOHN WALLAK
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The academic vice president,
speaking as a "private citizen,"
yesterday called for SJS to join
Yale, Columbia, and Stanford
universities in suspending military recruitment until such a
time that draft director Lewis
B. Hershey rescinds his recent
directive that student anti-war
demonstrators be reclassified
anti drafted.
"I speak not as an employee
or official of this College or this
State, but as a private citizen, on
my own time, on my own authority, and for myself," Dr. Hobert
Burns said at a Professors Against
the War meeting yesterday.
"UNCONSTITUTIONAL"
"As long as General Hershey’s
directive, which is undoubtedly unconstitutional, remains in effect
the academy should take the position that it will not cooperate with
any military recruitment activities, said Burns.
"To draft dissenting students is
to create an army composed of
political convicts."
He warned that the, American
society is becoming more closed
than open . . . that alternatives,
options, and choices are being
limited at the same time that
power is concentrating in the
hands of the few while the many
are left by the wayside.
"This is certainly true of higher
education," said Burns, "where
there is on the, part of many students and some faculty members
a strong sense of normlessness and

academy be involved without being co-opted?"
Expenditures on Vietnam related
goods and services will be funneled
Into educational goods and services and personnel resource devel-

COLLEGE INHIBITED
"This co-option means many
colleges and universities have become so involved, so engaged, with
the ’civil establishment’ that their
ability and inclination to criticize,
to identify, much less espouse alternatives, is inhibited if not compromised," said Burns.
He questioned the terms on
which the academy should accept
gigantic financial grants for research and projects from "civil
establishment" agencies.
"The academy today has funds
and influence and power and prestige never before commanded or
experienced by faculties," he explained.
"Let us be honest, many enjoy
and want this kind of co-option,
even when, from time to time, the
money, power, and prestige are
means to ends outside of the academy, or not specifically defined
by the academy as in the best interests of the academy, or perhaps
ever corrosive of the academy.
HAVEN’T ’SOLD OUT’
"I do not mean to imply we
have sold out, or been bought out
clearly the academy should and
must be engaged with and relevant
to the civil community.
"The problem I see is not that
the academy cannot influence the
’civil establishment’ without being
involved with it, hut how can the

DR. HOBERT W. BURNS
... against war
opment at the conclusion of the
war, forecast Burns.
"Is there a real possibility," he
asked, "that government and industry will invest that heavily in
something they cannot control?"
"Is there a possibility that education will not so much be coopted as captured and become a
very junior partner in an enterprise not dedicated to the hostoric
and liberal ends of education?"
"In my judgment sweeping, even
radical, changes are required if
society is to remain open and the
academy is to rumain relevant."

ASB Committee Reaction

Recruitment Policy Reaffirmed

By JUDY SMITH
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
A student government committee yesterday reacted to the recent protests of Dow Chemical’s
presence on campus by reaffirming
the administration’s present placement office policy.
It also formed an ad hoc committee to investigate activities of
Students for a Democratic Society
(SDS).
Campus Policy Committee acted
answer faculty questions raised
The rescheduled "Day of Confavorably on a letter sent by ASS
by the film.
cern" faculty meeting will be
Vice-President Bill Clark to StuMexican - American students,
held this afternoon from 1-4:30
dent Council and subsequently rethrough a recently organized
ferred to it.
in Morris Daily Auditorium to
Student Initiative (S.1.) commitIn his letter, Clark said it would
study alledged problems of distee, threatened to disrupt the
he a "disservice to our students if
crimination at SJS.
scheduled Nov. 2 showing of
t.hey are not to be allowed to look
The controversial document"Day of Concern," causing its
at all prospective employers," addary film concerning minority
postponement.
ing that most students do not have
group problems, "Day of ConS.I. contended the film reflectit chance to go to a variety of
cern," will he shown from 1:15
ed administration and facility
firms.
only
following
opening reto 3 p.m.
apathy, hecanse it contained
k wrote that the policy of
marks by SJS Pres. Robert D.
two interviews with MexicanU.S. involvement. in Vietnam is
Clark,
inAmerican students and nine
"one that has been established at
Instructional TV Center, a
terviews with Negroes,
the national level," and that "atmemS.1.
function of SJS’ Audio Visual
with
Dr. Clark met
tacking (Dow) is an inane way of
early
Services department, will broaddecided
bers on Nov. 1, and
protesting the war."
cast the entire meeting "live"
the next day to postpone showCampus Policy Committee voted
exHe
on closed circuit television.
ing of "Day of Concern."
4-1-1 to approve Clark’s recomStudents may view the proplained that talking with the
mendation that it be the policy
ceedings in ED 1(X) or SC 142.
Mexiean-Amerieans helped him
of the college "to allow any prosImmediately after the showto better understand their griepective employer to come onto the
vances.
ing, an eight member panel will
campus, as long as they are not
MainailltaallifatiMateadaltaltalataallitantlateswisswassitoswesertestescissailisteleatinastialtssisastatallataballitallilailiMMINIMMIENIONSIMIS Mein Kitidt (Eat, Eat, My Child)l" discriminatory in their hiring pro-

’Concern’ Film Today

powerlessness that has led them to
disengagement with the academy."1
There is a transition in the role
of the academy from "that of preveiling critic of social policy" to
a sort of partnership with the establishment, he said.

cedures."
Student Council will consider
the committee’s recommendation
at its meeting tomorrow. Approval
of the item will mean student government recognizes that the administration has a placement office

policy in effect, and that the group
approves of it.
In other committee action,
freshman Craig Evans commented
that he feld SDS was in existence
merely for the sake of "protesting
anything that can be protested."

Trustees Postpone Action
On Racial Identification
Action to include r, icla i dent Ification on application forms for
admission to California State Colleges has been postponed by the
Board of Trustees.
The Hoard’s educational policy
committee asked the staff of Chancellor Glenn S. Mollie to determine the consequences if the racial
identification question were not included on the forms at the Trustees meeting in Los Angeles last
week.
The U.S. Department of Health,’
Education and Welfare requires an
ethnic breakdown of students to
insure compliance with a Civil
Rights Act which say that no
federally stipixnted program may
subject, a person to discrimination.
State colleges have provided an
estimated percentage breakdown of
minority races among the student

body in the p.1,1 Th, government
a I I1z next year,
has said that
colleges should turn in a precise
figure based on check -offs by the
students themselves.
Chancellor Durrtke told the Trustees that racial identification is a
"very difficult and complex problem" and said that application
forms are distributed in February.
A decision must he made soon on
whether a question on race is to
be included, he said.
The hoard members commended
the intent of the federal law --el im inat ion of ra Chit discrimination. Nevertheless, they were apprehensive over the reaction of
applicants to the answering of such
a question.
The question has no hearing on
whether the student. is admitted
or not.
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Boycott Threat
Causes Regret

DAILY
*TRTANSTATE
COLLEGE
Arrom- SAN JOSE
"Those matters which can affect the benefit and harm o/ all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
Marsilio of Padua
repel the opposite."
Advertising Mgr.
Editor
KEN BECKER
KEN BRYANT

Suzff Editorial

A Time of Testing
Eery itian must stand up for %hat
he believes --- if he is to behest- in
It in (se! f.
The act of "standing up" is nes er
easy for any man. It is a time of trial
time of testing. Tio
and stress a
test conies at critical times in a man’s
Right now. two SJS athletes are facing the time of testing.
limit ii- Smith and Lee Evans. blark
students and the world’s two fastest
sprinters. has e decided to boycott the
Olympic Gaines in 1968.
Smith and Es ans are standing up
for what they believe.
Instructor flurry Edwards, organizer of a movement calling for an
Olympic boycott by all Negroes. was
quoted in Sports Illustrated as saying.
"For years we has,- participated in the
Olympic Games. carrying the U.S. on
our backs with our sictories. and race
relations are worse than ever.
Now they are even shooting people
in the streets. We’re not trying to lose
the Olympics for the .Mnericans. What
happens to them is
terial.
"But ifs time for the black people
to stand up as men anti women and
refuse to be utilized as performing
animals for a little extra dog food."
The thing that is most significant
about Edwards’ statement is his reference to Americans as "they" anti
"them." He is expressing the feeling
of a majority of his race.
To the black man in this country,
the rest of American society ran ionly
be referred to as "them" and "they."
because the black man is not part of
that society.
-That" society does not want the
majority of black men to be part of it.
Edwards is saying. "they refuse to
accept us a fellow human beings. so
whs perform for them."
The most ,omt ttttt argument useil
by persons against the boycott follows
along the lines of. "The Negroes are
only hurting theniselses. Negroes has
made their greatest progress towards
gaining elI - respert and equality

through athletics."
This is exactly the reason why
Smith. Es ans anti other amateur athletes of their race should stay away
from Mexico City.
In this renutry white has acknowledged black and given him respect
-- in only one area. the athletic field.
The inerican Negro must be able
to hit home runs, score touchdowns.
or run faster titan anyone else, to
"earn" what the white man is born
respect from others.
with common
Sportswriters are fond of saying,
"Look what Willie Mays has done for
his race."
If Mays drove a truck, instead of
playing a game he would be just "another Negro." SJS’ Evans puts the
issue this way. "I first thought about
boycotting track meets last year when
I found out they had invited Paul Nash
from South Africa to compete in the
Compton Relays.
"We brought hint here, but I can’t
es en go into his country. I’ve dreamed
about participating in the Olympics
ever since I learned to run. But this
does not mean participation at any
price, and my own manhood is not
one of the prices I am willing to pay."
Ralph Boston, Olympic champion
anti world record holder in the broad
jump. attacks the boycott, saying,
"What boycott? Is e !Jut too much time
and effort into track and field to give
it up."
Boston must decide which is more
important playing games, or standing up for his rights as a man. He must
know if a majority of his race competes
in the games. there will be many more
Negroes performing than Negroes
s iewing the action from expensive
seats.
It is time for the Negro in America
to take a long look at himself and
decide which is more important, performing for white respect, or respecting himself.
After that is done, white will have
lo respect black for being a man, not
for playing games.
D.C.

"Bronze, hell! ... That’s 24 karat U.S. gold ...!"

Thrust and Parry

Student Defends Boycott
’Tommie Places Problem
In U.S. Above His Goals’
Editor:
When I first heard that Tommie Smith
planned to boycott the 1968 Olympic Games,
I thought, like many other people, that he’s
not hurting anyone but himself by going
against the very thing that made him what
he is.
Being an athlete myself, I can have an idea
of how much participation in the Olympic
Games would mean to an athlete. It’s the culmination of many years of hard work and the
final realization of a goal. I asked myself
why a person would give up such an opportunity. There must be a very serious reason.
Tommie is not trying to hurt the United
States by refusing to compete in the Olympics.
lie is trying to awaken the U.S. to a problem
that he feels is very serious. It’s not a ykrestion of how much Tommie Smith’s participation in the Olympics means to the country or
Jim Murray, but how much his participation
means to him. Tommie Smith is trying to
show the world that there is a problem in the
U.S. that he places above himself and his personal goals.
For a person to go against something that
means so much to him as the Olympic Games
means to Tommie Smith makes me, too, believe that something must be seriously wrong
and that maybe I should be doing something
about the problem.
Jack [Akins, 4,753

Tau Delta Phi Chairman
Asks Tower List Support
Editor:
Tau Delta Phi wishes to apologize to Dr.
Waller in Psychology who was mistakenly
represented in our last Tower List. A card
sorting mixup resulted from confusing his

Guest Room

Dow Demonstrations Portrayed as Drama
Part II
By PETER KING
Professor of HUIllallit lee
Inside the building the play goes on.
ice-President Burns tries to stop the
mad
again an officer brushes him
"I don’t know suit.
out of the way
Again of course. not. the machilw does not
know any of us. The force that is nteded
to keep the war going does not ask for
COOPC111111g individuals hut for conscripted
masses, cannon fodder. Few young men
volunteer to kill children and their parents in ietnam. They don’t even vote to
elect elders whit will conscript them. Don’t
call us, we’ll call you. 14.
The ad ttt i tt istration building is now the
fortress. the police are in control, they are
donning masksgas! A master stroke of
drama. for now a deeper lese’l of meaning
is resealed. not only do these VVrnts symbolize what is happening to students in
America but what is happening to peasants in Vietnam. On one level the crowd
is simply its, hut on another level we are
the victims in Vietnam-- Omni to be
executed for our defiance by all the perverted power and ingenuity of American

led lop. uPentagon sources estimate
each G. I. is supported Ily a 111
and times
I e weight of material at ailable to each
hd Cong.(
Out of the building sally the legions,
monstrously sisal/et’, inhuman, preceded
and e’nve’loped by a choking, burning
el 1 of gas. IA tiny taste, hardly a reminder. of the searing cloud of fire that
rains from American planes on the villages.) The gas strikes everyone, bystandere and de
trators alike. (And in Vietnam the bombs 410 not stop to enquire the
difference between combatant and noncombatant.
Women scream. blinded they clutch at
friends or police. t Do they PO scream and
clutch in Vietnam?) Men reach in blind
anger with ineffective clods of earth and
sticks. I In %ietnam they fire antiquated
rifles at million dollar jet planes.) A professor is forvibly restrained by his friends
a hopeless attempt to rescue a taudent of his being clubbed by police. (The
more we kill the more enemies we make
of the survit ors in Vietnam.)
’flu. cops
t feel the same blind emotions but there is nobody to restrain them.
(In Vietnam ordinary Americana torture

pri
rs and their wises., collect heads
and ears as trophies will thev
and join the police? u
That etening the SDS haul its biggest
meeting ever. Iii ieinam we make cone
minims out of those we don’t make
corpses or cowards.)
Next day is an anti-elimax. The students
turn out in force but the analogy with
Vietnam breaks down, there is no further
escalation. We show again that it is possible to have a non-violent demonstration
if the police are kept out. Even so in
Vietnam we might have had a neutralist
government of the pacifist Buddhists.)
The crowd even makes way for the Dow
representative and keeps a respectful silence while he makes inaudible remarks.
tHo Chi Minh might hate even listened
to "credibility gap- Johnson if the bombing had stopped last v ear.)
When the Dow people have gone will
the Americans ever go? a biology professor and KOMI students tolunteer to clear
thf debris. He remarks on how the
gas has poisoned the grass. I The forests
are defoliated, the rubber plantations
burnt, the rice paddies poisoned over
there.)

with someone else’s. Dr.
Waller was not here at the- time of our poll
and does not teach the courses mentioned in
the Tower List.
In order to make the next Tower List better
than the previous ones, we encourage students to pick up and turn in Tower List cards
on Seventh Street this week! There have been
only ’2,000 cards returned so far this semester.
Our last publication was written with 15,000
cards and it included less than half of our
faculty.
The accuracy and extent of coverage in
this student evaluation of instructors depends
on student participation. Buttons advertising
the Tower List and good for a discount on
the next copy are given to those filling out
cards.
David Cundiff, A17314
Chairman, Tau Delta Phi
Tower List Committee
evaluation cavils

"Witt Administration Be
Influenced By Left Too?’
Editor:
It is tragic to see our administrators lay
the foundation for grave repressive measures
in docking Prof. Robin Brooks’ pay because
he said something in class the Young Republicans do not agree with, Will students of the
Left be able to do the same to professors who
defend the government’s position in their lectures?
The question is, of course, "Should critics
be allowed to limit academic freedom?" Is it
not terrible enough that we have opened our
gates to let policemen determine the forms of
student demonstrations?
(’onrad Borovski,
Asst. Prof. of Foreign Languages

’Let’s Not Push People
To Lust Self-Expression’
Editor:
People have ceased to listen to each other
acutely. When people show their feelings by
the universal means of tears, laughter, vocalizing, and touching, they don’t seem to be
getting maximum effectiveness. The communicators are seen, but they are not really
seen. They are heard, but they are not really
heard.
When people are not reached by their efforts to communicate on vitally important
issues like the Vietnam war, people who are
sensitive to these issues must go to great
lengths to make their feelings known.
We witnessed this in the self-burnings of
the young 118 years old) nuns of Hue and
the monks of Saigon. In the United States, a
troubled man burned himself alive on the

steps of the Los Angeles Federal Building.
My roommate and I were talking about these
self-crucifixions by fire. She said, "It defeats
his purpose. What did it prove? It’s just one
more death in this world."
Just one more death in this world. Here is
the genesis of the rift between peoples. Inhumanity. To my friend one burning sacrifice
was just a statistic. We must remember that
they were human beings, They had something

so important to say to us that they gave their
bodies as the pyres on which their messages
lay. When we fail to head their messages, we
are showing our inhumanity.
These martyrs could no longer stand by and
let the suffereing and purposeless destruction
of human life go on in Vietnam. The Vietnam
injustice had driven them to the ultimate
sacrifice. They had exhausted the less effective, means of communicating their grief.
We must listen more closely to what people
have to say. Let us not push more people to
this extreme form of self-expression.
aerie Anne Lee, A16705

By 1111.1, I.AM;AN
It is with deep regret, concern and an
overall feeling of disbelief that I look
upon the (lecision of black athlete’s to
boycott the 1968 Olt unities - - and more
i llllll etliately, track standouts Tommie
Smith and Lee Et tins of this college, two
possible gold medal winners.
approvthe resolul
This stems Fr
ed at a Los Angeles vonferenee of some
201) blade people, organized bt SJS professor Hurry Edwards, who claims responsibility for hammering out these resolutions.
The regret is for Smith and Evans, who
have eltt metl such a large portion of their
lives to track and field and now must
forego the climax to their years of effort
in the 1968 Olympic
participar
Games and the chance for aeIlievement
of the most coveted award of track
litt
athletes throughout the worlul
Olympic Gold Medal.
It is regretful because track is such att
individual sport. It is one man completely against the other, with the win or loss
resting entirely on the runner’s ewe
shoulders. Here is the deepest of raw competition and of all the sports in the Olympica the most individual - - for in the end
it is the competitor against himself.
Therefore, one wonders whom this boycott will hurt. There will be other competitors to take these melt’s places, but who
will stiffer the greatest loss -- the U.S.
team, or the individual?’ who choose not
to go? (Teats] scores are incidental in
track. It is thin’ individual performance on
and
which the competitors are judged
nut where they are f
, or what they
look like. I
The concern stems from the hard reality of the realiza
of the Negroes’ feelings to see him take melt methods.
Even in rioting there is some form of
positive action. If the star blettk quarterback of a football team leaves, he breaks
down its machinery.
Bet there is no way to break down individual competition. To see these men
cut off their noses to spite their faces
to be so exasperated as to confuse pure
competition with that of the interwoven
competitive society -- is an example of
the frustration from banging heads against
cold white stone walls.
Finally whenever a call, a means, is put
out to reach the ends of equality, then it
must be answered. whatever the sacrifice.
However, the call, the means, should be
one which reaches the end, and sacrifice
is no end.
This is where the feeling of disbelief
cotnes in
from the call extended by
Harry Edwards. To use this as publicity
to help achieve the ends, yes -- but to
ask his fellows to carry it out is as futile
as asking them to starve.
For while ibis may arouse concern and
awareness how much does it help or
hurt the overall cause? How much
could individual Negro achievement help
the cause
why not promise a takeover
of the Olympic team by black athletes?
Does Edwards value the means or the
ends? One wonders if in his deep involventent to help his race, this involvement
and desires has clouded over his conception of the whole spectrum. In his efforts
to become a spokesman for his race, has
he lost sight of his ends? For it could he
said to and asked of Edwards yes, these
men will give this sacrifice, but what sort
of spokesman will this make you?
There is no way to break down individual competition. The next individual will
just respond with greater effort to minithe loss.
mize
So the Oipie team, as such, will still
be there -- a team of individuals each
pursuing their own cause. But in pushing
your cause, have the means become the
goals? And will this advance them or will
it only result in a supreme sacrifice at no
one’s gain and at everyone’s loss?
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’No Subject Too Sacred’

NOW

opEN
SUNDAYS

"No sacred cows this semester." to date, 8 pages larger than last ,ostumes will sell magazines all
user campus. Coeds include: Marpromises Bill Koelzer, editor for semester’s 48 page edition.
Mini -skirted Sparta Life Girls! lent. Berlove, Lynn Bowen, Diana
this semester’s Sparta Life magazine. Koelzer says he has found no dressed in colorful blue and gold Cava, Jeanne Freitas, Nancy
11,,rtz, Sue Hoyt, Kathy Imwalle
story too controversial to publish.
iinger Mansergh. Cindy Manic.
The winter issue tackles such
,rin, Karen Lunde, Andrea Shatz.
taboo subjects as pre-marital sex,
Sue Siegrist, Terry Webel, and Sue
including an estimate of the numWooley.
ber of virgins at SJS. Harry EdAll students receiving degrees
wards, instructor in sociology,
in January, June, or August of
warns, "We get what’s ours or we
1968 are eligible for Sparta Life
burn it down." Two SJS students,
pictures. Keith Cole Studios, 340
pot -blowers who were caught, desSUE BERASLEY, RULE MATE for December, creates a comely
iuuth Fourth, will photograph sencribe a "hell -hole" of a jail.
right angle. Sue will appear in the December issue of Rule Magiors through Frdiay. The fee inSparta Life currently ranks as
agine. which will be on sale December 11 through 13 in the lobby
cludes free copies of the winter
the number one college feature
of the Engineering Building. Sue is a senior music major and enand spring issues
Sparta Life.
magazine in the nation, according
joys painting, singing, fishing, swimming and volleyball. She is
to Jerry Lynn, assistant professor
Miss Mountain View of 1967 and also is in A cappella choir,
of journalism who is business and
women’s glee club and the chamber singers. Jet black hair acadvertising advisor, and Joe Swan,
centuates her sparkling brown eyes. Blueprints of this specimen
associate professor of journalism,
report that she is 19 years old, 5’ 31/2" tall, weighs 118 lbs. and
and the magazine’s editorial adis guaranteed not to sing other than like a nightingale.
visor.
SJS professors will welcome
Along with first place awards
students into their homes this Frifrom Sigma Delta Chi, national
day and Saturday evenings for the
honorary journalism fraternity.
BILL KOELZER
third annual Faculty Fireside
and Columbia Scholastic Press As"... no sacred cows
Chats.
sociation, Sparta Life received first
Students who wish to attend a
place honors from the California
session with the professor of their
Intercollegiate Press Association.
choice may sign up this week on
The president of the Inter- \far- tice but there is none . . Justice
The current issue is the largest
In terviews for Freshman Camp Seventh Street,
sity Christian Fellowship and is turned back, and rightness
Director will be held Thursday beFireside Chats are informal geteight members of the group re- stands afar off: for truth has
tween 3:30 and 5:00 p.m. A sign togethers between a professor and
fallen in the public squares and
cently opposed the Johnson Ad- unrightness cannot enter."
up sheet is located in the College students. The professors involved
ministration’s policy in Vietnam.
ref resent a wide variety of departBob Martin, Inter-Varsity presiquoting Isiah 59:11-14 R.S.V. to dent, said the verse was produced
The three clay camp is held at ments.
support their stand.
Asilomar
on
the
Monterey
PeninThe purpose of the chats is to
to promote one of the group’s
Says the Bible:
goals, the implication of the gospel
Students who have completed at sula. The purpose if the conference give the students and faculty the
"We all growl like bears, we beyond the campus. "We’ve seen least 30 semester units may apply is to help new students become pool tunity to relate to each other
moan like doves: we look for jus- things happen and feel something for the Federal Trainee program better acquainted with SJS.
outside of the classroom situation.
should be said," he added.
in the Placement Center, Adm.
An Inter-Varsity statement de- 234.
Master
clares "it is hypocritical of those
Trainees attend college during
.1e%%eler.
who would not allow violence over- the academic year and are employseas to allow it in the college cam- ed during the summer at a Federal
puses. If we cannot conduct our establishment, assisted by profes72 SO. FIRST ST.
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
discussions in a peaceful manner, sional personnel. Major employers
SAN JOSE
1600 SARATOGA AVE.
PHONE 297.0920
PHONE 379-3051
how can we expect the military, are the Department of Interior,
the government, and the Viet- Agriculture, Commerce and De710 DEL MONTE CENTER
namese to conduct themselves
CARMEL HILL, MONTEREY
fense. Majors desired are accountPHONE 375-6577
peacefully?"
ing, physical science, math, physics. chemistry, meterology, life
science, agriculture, and all areas
AlVf / jffidda#,/
of engineering.
Interested students should subRINGS
DIAMOND
mit form 5000C to the Sacramento
Interagency Board, 455 Capitol
Mall, Suite 125, Sacramento, Calif.,
95814, by March 4, 1968.
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BRITISH
STERLING
So fine a gift,
it’s even sold
in jewelry stores.
After shave
from $3.50.
Cologne
from $5.00.
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3 SC
Last 3 days to sign up to have your
graduation photograh taken for the
spring 1968 issue of SPARTA LIFE.
Make your appointment in J-104,
Department of Journalism and Advertising. Office hours: 8 a.m. to 12
noon; 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Telephone:
294-6414, ertension 2112.

* LAST 3 DAYS!

ANA
CARL OFF

MN 1111A
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PER RECORD
MONO OR STEREO
.....
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18
FEATURING
WUNDERLICH

FRITZ

DAVID OISTRAKH

irk

TODAY
Conservation Forum, 1:30 p.m.,
S258. Dr. William Graf, professor
of conservation, will discuss the
future of wildlife in Alaska.
Chess Club, 2 p.m., College
Union.
Ski Club, 8 p.m. JC141. Sign up
for ski trip.
Circle K International, 1:30
p.m., 11E44. Speaker San Jaw’
Chief of Police Raymond Blackmore.
Journalism and Advertising Preregistration, today through Dec.
15, on bulletin board between JC107 and JC108. Open to department majors and all students.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 7:30 p.m.,
A13107. Bob Herta, holder of the
land speed record for single engine
cars will speak.
Orientation Committee, 7:30
p.m., Cafeteria A & B. Training
session for orientation leaders.
French Club, 2:30 p.m., HE5.
Film, De La Sardaue Au Faudanugo, 20 minutes, color, French text.

399

LIST 5.79

Director Needed

Spartaguide

RCA VICTOR

.:*-11 k f..

Federal Trainee
Forms Available

Lasts from
dusk ’til
dawn.

NEW JEFFERSON
AIRPLANE

^

* ** *

Sign-Ups Begin
For Faculty Chats

Campus Christian Group
Criticizes Vietnam Policy
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Alpha Delta Sigma, 7:30 p.m.,
JC136. "The Best in the West" it
film of the best advertising from
the west coast will be shown.
Open to all students.
Sigma Nu Alpha, 3:45 p.m., BB408.
Alpha’ Eta Rho, 730 p.m., EN 119.
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Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TWOS
1ACOS
What’s more tempting than
a tasty, tantalizing barbecued
taco from Tico’s?

TWO

tasty, tantalizing
barbecued tacos -- Only 25c
Phone Orders 297-8421
,
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Sororities Help Community
By Tutoring Youngsters

Tuesday, December 5, 1987
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SJS Jazz Ensembles Present
’Blues’ Show Thursday, Friday
"Really the Blues. Part IV,"
featuring a wide variety of jazz,
will be presented by the SJS
Jazz Ensembles Thursday and
Friday nights at S in Concert
Hall. There is no admission
charge.
This anni..41 event features
collegiate Jazz musicians Performing jazz styles of the past,
present and a r.t..sible look into
the future of jazz.
In addition to big band styles
of jazz and smaller group styles,
the Jazz Ensembles will also feature a group improvisation of
Haiku, an ancient Japanese art
form of peetry.
In its first festival competition
year, the group won the
In
4.mA-id place trophy over 30
4 trier 4Ilege bands in a western
d vision contest held in Southern
California.
The small group also won

8399

%.,London
Round Trip
Europe ’68
Jet Prop

June I9-Sept.

9

Prof. David T. Mage
1445 Melwood Drive
San Jose, Calif. 286-8781

third place in another division oi
this festival held at Cerritos
College in Norwalk.
The larger ensembles will perform music by well-known artists such as Bill Holman, Neal
Held, Gerry Mulligan and Don

Through a joint effort sororities on campus are offering
services to a community-wide
project. Under the sponsorship
of an organization called
"Friends Outside." several girls
from every house are tutoring
children whose fathers have been
or are in prison.
Along with several sociology
majors. about 50 sorority girls
spend one-and -a -half to three
hours a week with assigned
families in the San Jose area.
The time is spent helping the
children with their homework,
playing games, taking them on

Student soloists during the
concert include Dean Stringer,
tenor sax; Bill Reach, trumpet;
Jerry Powers, trombone; Tom
Lee.
bass;
Rod Christensen.
trumpet. inst Bob Weil, alt., sax.

BEAU TIES
PINNED
Patti Bruner, junior music
major and member of Gamma
Phi Beta from San Andreas to
Richard Bice, senior music major and member of Phi Mu Alpha. San Francisco State. from
San Francisco.
Jackie Biggs, junior recreation
major and member of Phi ateres
International from Santa Clara.
to Rich Gonzales, senior recreation major and member of Pi
Kappa Alpha from Mountain
View.
ENGAGED
Paula Burnette, typist at the
Rosicrucian Order from San
Jose to Tim Davis, senior political science major and member of Alpha Omega Rho from
San Jose. Paula is queen of Alpha Omega Rho. An August 17
wedding is planned.
April Estey, senior English
major and member of Delta
Zeta from San Jose to Duane
lragley, employed at Melabs
Microwave Co.. from Mountain
View. The wedding date is set
for June 13.

Sandi Smith, senior sociology
major from San Francisco to
Robert Gillhn, employed by the
San Francisco Police Department, from San Francisco, A
June wedding is planned.
Ann Marie Silva, senior home
economics major and member of
Phi Upsilon Omicron from San
Jose to Michael Layne, sophomore commercial art major and
member of Alpha Phi Omega
from San Jose. A summer wedding is planned.

Jet Flight Carols
SJS students in the American
Marketing Association chartered
a PSA Boeing 727 jet Saturday
night and sang Christmas carols
from 3,000 feet in the air. The
aircraft flew over San Francisco,
to Sausalito and Santa Cruz and
then back to San Jose.
A private party followed with
the "Man Hole Men" providing
live music. Students from the
Merchandising Club at San Jose
City College also participated.

Electrifying Opportunities
at Southern California Edison

photo by A. J. Dubiel
An audience in Cafeteria A and B
KOREAN FAN DANCE
was treated to this graceful performance of a Korean dance,
about 2,000 years old, on Friday afternoon. The performer is
Miss Woo -In Lee, graduate of Seoul National University in Korea,
who has been in San Jose for about 12 days on invitation of the
Music Department. Miss Lee will perform again at "It’s a Small,
Small World," Saturday night in Morris Dailey Auditorium.

Program Fare To Range
From Folk Style to Go-Go
"It’s a Small, Small World."
featuring entertainment by students from 15 foreign countries,
will be presented by the International Student Organization
Saturday evening in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
The program, 75 cents for students, $1.50 general admission

BILLY
GRAHAM
will be the keynote speaker
at the Urbana Missionary
Conference
December 27th through 31st
in Chicago, Illinois

Electrical Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Civil Engineers
Chemical Engineers
Thermonuclear Engineers

Music Department
’Messiah’ Tickets
On Sale Tomorrow

For further information
call 298-1506 of 244-5923
Inter -Varsity
Christian Fellowship

and 50 cents for children, starts
at 8. Tickets are available in the
Student Affairs Business Office,
Bldg. R, in ADM201, and will
be sold at the door.
The highlight of the program
will include Hawaiian and Polish
folk dances to be performed by
students from those countries.
Also Bahran Behrouzi, a Persian
student who has performed professionally in the U.S., will play
classical guitar music, and an
Indonesian coed who also has
Sri
professionally,
performed
Hargino, will perform Indonesian
dances.
A rock and roll band, "The
go-go
and
Harolds,"
Weird
dancers will represent the United
States. In addition, students
from the Department of PhysWill Education will give judo
performances.
Fortune cookies and tea will
be served during intermission.
The program is designed to give
students an opportunity to learn
about

different

countries

culture.

and

Tickets go on sale tomorrow
afternoon at 1 at the Music Department Box Office for Handel’s Messiah to be presented by
the Music Department next
Tuesday night at 8. Admission
is $1 for adults and 50 cents for
children.
William Erlendson, professor
of music, will direct the production. Other directors for the program include Patrick Meierotto,
associate professor of music,
symphony; Brent Heisinger, assistant professor of music, men’s
and women’s glee clubs; and Dr.
Russell Harrison. professor of
music, and Tikey Zes, assistant
professor of music,
general
chorus.
Soloists include Ralph Lana,
tenor; Or, Edwin Dunning, bass;
Sharon Hayes, soprano; and Mrs.
Marcia Hunt, contralto. Mrs.
Kristin Sundquist will solo on
the harpsichord.

Operation Share
Now On Campus
Operation Share, the Office of
Economic Opportunity’s program
for pre-school children in Santa
Clara County, has opened an office in Barracks 14 at SJS. The
office is manned daily from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. by Gil Solana, originator of the program, and on
Tuesdays and Thursdays by Don
Fort, campus coordinator for the
program.
Students wishing to tutor in
Operation Share my sign up in
the office.

befriending
or just
outings,
them.
Two girls are assigned to each
family, and they are free to
choose their own hours to tutor,
according to when the children
are available.
The mothers of the families
the
tutors
through
request
Friends Outside, which arranges
for tutors from SJS through
liason Judy Sausen, who works
at the Newman Center.
Panhellenic Council learned
about the program when Judy
came to talk to the council. The
houses all agreed to participate
in the program, and they each
contributed five or six girls to
work with the children.
The program has been very
successful in the past. The children in general have notably improved
in their schoolwork.
Their improvement has been attributed more to the personal relationship built up between the
girls and the children than to
the actual extra help the children receive.
The program will continue
through the rest of the semester’,
and hopefully will be continued
through the spring semester.

Five Art Majors
Take Top Honors
Five SJS art majors recently
took top honors in a field of 20
in the Morgan Hill Outdoor’
Painting Competition sponsored
by the Aristocrat Travel Products.
Grand prize of $1,000 went to
David Bottini, junior, for his
work of a lacquer painting on a
metal surface, a light blue evoking sunrise.
Heidi Wipfle, senior, received
second prize of $500. Her painting was a large obtruding shape,
utilizing the umbrella concept
with a surface gridiron of fine
black lines.
Other SJS winners included
Christine Popovich, senior; Richard Wilson, senior, and Jim Walton, sophomore.
Robert
Freimark, assistant
professor of art, began this program because he believed "California could provide outdoor
paintings comparable to the art
of Mexico."
I. B. Perch, patron of the show,
announced that the works will
ultimately be sold to provide
funds for playground equipment
for Morgan Hill children.

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE’S

for

Wilt just completing our first
major nuclear station, the 450,000
kw capacity San Onofre facility. It
will be the largest in the U.S. when
it completes the check-out phase
and goes on line.
We have more nuclear stations
in the planning stages, including a
combination electric power and desalinization plant.
We’re doing lots of work in EHV
transmission, too. And we’re looking even further ahead to direct
conversion methods: thermionics.
thermoelectrics, and magnetohydrodynamics.
Grow With Us
We must double our generating
capacity in the next eight years
to keep pace with the electrical
demands of Southern and Central
California. By 1975, we’ll also have
doubled our total plant and equip-

ment investment to more than five
billion dollars. And we’ll probably
have to double again in the eight
years after that. We need top engineering talent. Electrical engineers,
mechanical engineers, civil engineers, chemical engineers, and thermonuclear engineers.
Master’s Program
We offer good starting salaries
and opportunities for rapid advancement. Our master’s program
will pick up the bills for you if you
want to work toward an advanced
degree while employed at Edison.
If you’re interested in advancing
the state of the art in the generation, transmission and distribution
of electricity, check with your placement office regarding Edison’s visit
on campus. Or write: F. J. Ofsanko,
Southern California Edison, Box
351, Los Angeles, Calif. 90053.

Southern California Edison giSC
A/7

(pool Oppodunlly Employer

Large Christmas Selection for
The Entire Family
Featuring
"1)01)-t JP"

THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS FOR CHILDREN
"BLANK BOOK" For

Those Who READ Very Little

JOAN BAEZ CHRISTMAS SONG BOOK
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ART
3!1P

lefftwaraill

cpaptan gookotope
"Right on Campus"

Spartan Cagers Make Scores Lie

L.
sophomore from RiverTALL SCORER Coby Dietrick, 6-10
side, has the potential of becoming the top scorer at SJS. He’s
averaging 11.5 points a game for second place. In his freshman
year, he was leading scorer, bitting at a 16 point clip.

Wrestlers Put Unblemished
Dual Meet Record on Line
The Spartan wrestlers put their the jinx, this year would probably
unbroken string of dual meet wins be their best chance. The loss 01
seven varsity regulars from last
year has made this a "rebuilding
line tonight in the City at 7:30 in season,"
Spartan poach Hugh
their initial dual meet this season. Mumby says.
If the Gators are going to break
"San Francisco State is a lot
over San Francisco State on the

St. Louis, Michigan
Tie for Soccer Title
St.

Louis and Michigan State

were crowned NCAA soccer cochampions Saturday after battling
to a scoreless tie on the watersoaked Busch Stadium field in St.
Louis.

stronger this year and we’re a lot
weaker and I’m not going to predict a victory," Mumby continues.
"And after all, they came in higher
than us in the San Jose Invitational."
In the tournament, in which
the Spat tans took seventh place.
SFS tied for fourth with Chico
State. For SJS, Loren Miller (152
lbs.) won in his division, heavyweight Joe Aquino finished second
and L. Q. Starling (115 lbs.) garnered third.

The playoff game was called off
The Gators appear to be strongafter the two clubs had struggled est in the heavier weights as they
for 42 minutes in a steady down- placed four men high up in the
tournament competition. Monty
pour of rain.
The two teams played to a 3-3 Muller (160 lbs.) finished second,
tie in the regular season but neith- Jim Goddard 1167 lbs.) took third
along with heavyweight Tom
er team could score after nearly a
Powell, and Don Gwinn 1177 lbs.)
complete half of play.
fourth.
St. Louis, who has won or shared placed
All is not bleak on the wrestling
the NCAA title six of the nine
years the tournament has been in scene, however, as the freshmen
existence, gained the finals by turned in an "impressive performedging the Spartans 4-3 in the ance" at the tournament finishing
quarterfinals and Navy 1-0 in the second behind California.
The Spartababes piled up 44
semi-finals.
All-American Henry Camacho points with Al Morash And Paul
scored the three SJS goals against Cunningham leading the way with
St. Louis and the Bi’likens had to victories in the 137-lb. and 130-113.
divisions.
come from behind to win.
Michigan State, who was co-faJohn Cunningham wrestled to a
vored with the University of San second place finish in the 115-lb.
Francisco to win the title, downed class while Terry Kerr 11’13 lbs.)
Maryland 4-1 in the regionals and and Ron Wilson i 177 lbs.) earned
Long Island University 4-2 in the third place points. Don Cowan took
fourth at 190 lbs.
semi-finals.
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"Sizzling"
"Good"

By DENNIS ANSTINE
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
Basketball scores can us len be
deceiving, especially early in the
season. When the Spartan cage
Leant gained a split in two games
this past weekend in Arizona, they
{moved how impossible it is to
compare teams by scores.
Arizona smashed a flat, cold shooting SJS, 94-59 Friday night
in Tucson. Saturday night the
Spartans rebounded for a 78-75
win over Arizona State.
ASU was rated as a pre-season
darkhorse in the Western Athletic
Conference, while Arizona was
ranked as an also-ran.
Spas tan Coach Danny Glines
supports the pre-season ratings by
calling ASU "a quicker, more physical team" than Arizona, "ASU
was actually a better team than
Arizona but you couldn’t tell this
by the scores,". Glines added.
But then, how does one explain
the two scores? Simple, the Spartans played their poorest (Mines
hopes) game of the season Friday
night and performed up to their
capabilities the following evening.
"Our rebounding, shooting (27
per cent), and overall play was
poor," Clines said. "We just didn’t
come to play at our best," he
added.
But Saturday was a different
story. Led by the rebounding and
shooting of center Jim Meyer, SJS
dominated the first half against
ASU, and had a 42-32 lead at intermission.
A Spartan cold spell at the beginning of the second half blew
the lead, but SJS exploded for
eight straight points with less than
two minutes remaining for the
win.
Meyer and guard Tim Holman

itt SJS’ most consistent permers for both games UCCOITIII1L;
to Clines. Moyer his 17 points
against ASU, and has a 13.5 scoring average and 15 rebounds for.
two games.
Holman snagged 10 rebounds in
the ASU contest and drilled in

An injured hand kept Tony Coppola from performing at his usual
best Saturday but the senior Spartan managed to capture seventh
place in the all-around scoring at
the Sacramento State College Invitational Gymnastic meet.
Coppola, San Jose’s all-around
scoring leader, tore the skin on his
hand eluting his rings performance.
His 9.1 performance gave him third
place. In his last event, the high
bar, Coppola fell, and didn’t place.
Coach Clair Jennett indicated
Coppola could have won the rings
event if he hadn’t injured his hand.
The Spartan mentor said also Coppola woold have finished in the top

three field goals late in the second half. Ile is averaging eight
points per game.
Sophomore Coby Dietrick, SJS’
second leading scorer with a 11.5
average, sprained his ankle late in
the ASU game. The injury is not
serious, but the 6-1U giant may
miss Wednesday’s contest with Cal
State of Hayward.
The Spartans are shooting a
door 32 per cent from the field,
but Glines is looking for sharp
improvement in the future, with
sharpshooters Steve McKean and
Dietrick catching fire.

Frosh Cagers Bomb
Weekend Opponents
Spartababe basketballers ran
their win streak to three Friday
and Saturday nights at Spartan
Gym by dropping the Parks Job
Corps Center 115-54 and Laney
College 97-82.
Against Parks, 15 Spartababes
broke into the scoring column.
Leading the scoring were center
Darnell Hillman with 15, guard
Chris Guenther with 14, forward
Buzz Nyquist with 11 and guard
Dave Triano and forward Al
Graves with 10 each.

Each of the five top scorers
netted five field goals.
The Spartababes exploded for 66
points in the first half and held
the visitors to just 27.
Saturday, the Spartababes surprised a strong Laney team 97-82
as Nyquist pumped in 28 and Hillman 22.
According to coach Stan Morrison, 6-6 guard Pat Hamm is the
most improved Spartababe to date.
"He is an unselfish performer
and a rugged rebounder," Morrison said.

Swimmers Need
Frosh Mermen

"The defense is gaining pride
but we are still working on the
team element and more patience,"
Morrison said. "I feel the team has
reached about 60 per cent of its
conditioning."
Morrison is also pleased with the
shooting confidence of 5-10 guard
Stan Mortara anti the overall play
of 6-7 forward -center Pat Linane.
"Hillman has done an outstanding job for us." Morrison said, "and
Nyquist is our best defensive big
man. He takes the toughest man
on the opposing team.
"The outstanding feature of our
team so far is the pressure applied
on the opposing defense by our
four guards."
The Spartababes play the Cal
State at Hayward frosh tomorrow
night at 6 in the Spartan Gym.

The Spartan swimmers opened
for

the

coming

season

yesterday, but lack a strong freshman team.
Coach Tom O’Neal said he needs
more mermen for the Spartababe
squad. Anyone interested may see
coach O’Neal in his office, MG106.
The varsity squad will be highlighted by returning lettermen
Steve Hoberg, Jack Likins and
Greg Hind.
The swimmers first meet is
against Simon Fraser University
Jan. 5 at SJS.

three in the all-arouni.
Before the injury Coppola had
placed sixth in the vide horse, seventh in floor exercise, tied for
fourth in the lung horse, and
fourth In the parallel bars.
Jim Turpin was a bright spot
for the freshman squad capturing
thiid in the trampoline.
Four University of California
gymnasts dominated the tourney.
Sid Freutlenstein garnered first
place in the all-around, winning
the long horse and parallel bars
events. Gary Diamond, Dan Millman and George Greenfield also
finished in the top seven in allaround.

Intramurals
TIM HOLMAN
... clutch points

PRINTING
DUPLICATING
AND

50 COPIES

with melted pasturized cheese and soft fresh

$2"

buns. Try a sizzling Spartan cheeseburger today.

(81/2 x 11 One Side, including Paper)

Don’t forget our convenient take home service.

WHILE YOU WAIT

To top it off we cover this delicious ground round

Coppola Injures Hand,
Takes 7th in All-Around

FALL SPORTS
Wrestling weigh-ins will be held
today in the training room from
11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. The season
begins tomorrow night at 6:30.
Wednesday night matches will
be limited to those weight classes
in which there are more than eight
participants.
Judo-weigh-ins will
be held
Thursday. Competition begins
Tuesday, Dec. 12.
Soccer competition will be discontinued until after Christmas
vacation because of the rain.

Other quantities and sizes proportionately economical

’

Finals in the hunch basketball
tournament will be held tonight,
beginning at 6:30.
Badminton finals will be played
tonight.
Sign-ups for the annual pre-season basketball tournament are due
Wednesday, Dec. 13.
There will be a team captains
meeting for the pre-season basketball tournament Wednesday, Dee.
Ei.
Bowling continues
Alma Bowl.

tonight

at
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practice

SPARTAN DAILT-4

"This was a typical early season
meet," Jennett said. "We looked
good but we made mistakes. I’m
hopeful they will be erased."
Jennett was pleased with the
perfoimance of Doug Hills and
Turpin. Hills competed in the side
horse, floor exercise, long home,
for the first time on the varsity.
"rurpin," Jennet t tommented,
"had a real nice routine."
The Spartans will face much of
the same competition this weekend when SJS hosts the San Jose
Invitational Saturday night at
7:30. Jennett says Coppola will be
ready for the meet.
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Try our gigantic Spartan Cheeseburger. It’s made
with fresh ground clittek, lettuce and tomatoes.

Tuesday, December 5, 1967

MEMO...

19c
Kleenex

150 East
San Carlos St.
(corner or Fourth St.)

0U.4% e
292-2840

Globe Printing Co.
INSTA-PRINT DIVISION)

1445 SOUTH FIRST ST.

PHONE 295-6911

Sc

2 Rolls Toilet Paper

10c

1 Roll Jumbo Towels

19c

1 Box Cheer Soap

.. 24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap .

Crest large size

Sc
5c
29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

"This year I’m telling you ... your dollar goes further at San Jose
Book Shop!"
Without doubt BOOKS are sensible gifts that will outlast the Xmas
tree the
perfect solution to your Christmas Gift problems. What
a variety to choose from and gift -wise ... there’s a book here for
evnr inn. nn yr.tir 1.5t, no matter who.

seuf SHOP

Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William

Best Sellers
Reprints for Less

6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor
13th &

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Asa
college girl,
you’ll learn
psychology,
sociology
philosophy,
economics
and more.

Asa
United Stewardess,
you’ll put them
all to use.
(And fly to the places you’ve read about.)
Learning -by the book" is the first step. Learning by
doing is the next. As a united Air Lines stewardess, you’ll
meet people from all walks of life. You’ll become a master
of tact and diplomacy. It’s the kind of experience that
will be useful to you the rest of your life.
After a 51/2 -week course at our Stewardess Training
Center in Chicago, you’ll be assigned to one of 10 United
stewardess domicilesSeattle, San Francisco, Los
Angeles, Denver, Chicago, Detroit, New York, Newark,
Washington, D.C., or Miami.
During your first year, you’ll earn as much as $451 a
month. And you’ll be given a generous travel allowance.
Other benefits include a two-week paid vacation and four
free trip passes after one year. As a united stewardess,
you’ll be eligible for reduced fares --up to 75%urn international airlines.
If you’re single, between 20 and 26, between 5’2" and
50’, weight 140 pounds or less (in proportion to height),
and your vision is correctible to 20/30 in each eye, you
may qualify.

On -campus Interviews:

(About 10 Minute;)

cpartan

10c

3 Hershey Bars

Ajax Cleanser

from
the desk
of
Santa Claus

119 E. SAN FERNANDO
295-5513
s71)1111111111111-111111H11111111111111MIIIIIIIMill

CIGS

Contact your placement office
for an appointment.

boo
UNITED AIR LINES
allPi An Equal Opportunity Employee

Tuesday, Derei.lbr r 5, 1967
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First Floor Exhibits

Science Building Features Displays
Its NI VET MUSpartan Ilaits Stall W Hier
No, you’re not
72ZZAAPPP
erile. You have just activated
one of the many displays in the
science building’s first floor hallway.
The largest display is the Testa
coil. By using a spark gap generator and a large capacitor, the
(N.il reaches one million volts.
When the lIntion on the right of

, the display window is pushed, tne
spark gap generator begins and
several miniature lightning bolts
jump from a large copper ball to
the surrounding screen.
In the next cabinet is the "Continuous Spectra from Filament
Lamp with Color Filters" and
"Emission Line Spectra from Discharge Tube." The display includes
a color spectrum as seen through
several different media and the

color spectrum of Nitrogen, Helium and Krypton lights.
Following these two displays are
two ripple tanks.
Ripple tanks simply show the
different patterns that are formed
when a container of smooth water
is disturbed. The rate of the disturbance can be controlled by the
observer by a control on the right
of the display case.
The next display is the only inactive display in the hall. This is
the "Andrew McLennon Memorial
Collection of Molluscan Shells."
The displays pick up quickly
with a minilight show in the next
two cabinets. This consists of "Interfelence of Polarized Light."
When a button on the case is
pushed, a polarized filter rotates
between a light and a piece of plastic, glass covered with scotch tape.
and a glass ball. Next to this, a
light shines through a container of
sugar water, to illustrate the "Rotary Dispersion in a Sugar Solution."
The last of these exhibits is
the "Hologram Photographic Sys -

Speed Champion
Speaks at Airport
Land speed record holder Bob
Herds will speak to SJS’s American Industrial Arts Association on
"The Aerodynamics of High Speed
Land Vehicles" tonight at 7:30 in
Aeronautics Building, room 107, at
-Photo by Doug Menard
San Jose Municipal Airport.
Artificial lightning jumps from the top of the Tesla coil, one of
Herda holds records in interthe displays currently on the first floor of the science building.
national and national land speed
Other displays include a mini -light show, a ripple tank and a disclass B and C racing, He achieved
play of Molluscan shells.
these honors driving the world’s
fastest single engine wheel -driven
vehicle at speeds of 346 m.p.h.
He set the record at the Bonneville Race Tracks in Utah. His
vehicle utilized a single cam, 436
cubic inch Ford engine developing
850 horsepower.
Herda will show slides during
k, proleso :its l I
Decorations Chairman, and Dr.
I, honored to- !nii,ert A. Harris is chairman of his speech and movies of his car.
..ior
hi,tory )),
His talk is open to everyone.
11-.1 I’..nnnitier
dinnei

Outstanding Prof Honors
Awarded to Dr. Burdick
for riMa Sint,

rki

,I,

ceivino.; the 1967 C.
Colleges (nits:la:1.1:n
Award.

The award wos pretotonteo I ointls
to Dr. Burdick and Dr. Lewis Vat
hionsky if San Ftrna ndo Valley
State

College

by

if tate

College

trustees

One Day Service

0
0
0

I

the Californi.,

0

Sweeter. di Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

0
0
0
0

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD

high

for

Art Cleaners

nithievement in teaching, scholarship and public service.
President Roticrt D. Clark
’
o
al host of the dinner. Dr
bert W. Burns, academic vete
peosident, will by master of coremoinies.

2934000

Oa E. Santa Clara

-Work of .Irt"

_
SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
PORSCHE, MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.

GARAGE EUROPA
850

Flag Fashion

LINCOLN

AVENUE

-Alit/ay

295-9082

go -.credal

EVELYN’S COSTUME JEWELERY

Boule-

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PURCHASES

vard during the noon rush hour

CARDS

Saturday wearing an American
flag and nothing else.
Pollee, responding to numerous
telephoned complaints, intercepted
Wilcox near the Vina del Mar
Plaza,

2 LOCATIONS
121 S. 1st St.

286-4893

GIFTS

HANDICRAFTS
NEW STORE

42e S. 1st St. (El Paso Court)
297-6522

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
WEEKDAYS 9 30.9:00 per. SAT. 9-30.5:30 p.m SUN 10-5 p.m.

COPIES

The Skiing’s Great
At Heavenly Valley!

1XEROX10c each

Special Quantity Discounts
Nn Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

RENT

been up for a year or more.

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765

8944835
Su

program shall plan and direct an
organized campus recreation program dining the weekends
throughout the spring semester.
This position is open to upper
division or graduate students who
are on clear academic standing
and who have completed a minimum of one semester on this campus. Also required is experience in
leadership and planning of recreation programs.
Applications are available at the
College Union, 315 South Ninth
Street and will be accepted until
Friday, Dec 15.

Jess

WITH LOVE"

"TO SIR.

BLOOD IS NEEDED

plus

40 Bowl/ St.

"WHO’S MINDING
THE MINT?"
DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

Join The SJS

SKI
Club

San Jose State Ski Club is featuring a thrilling ski film,
and delicious refreshments.
Sign up for the Dee.

tlt & 10 Ski Trip

fle tbere Tue.. es ening. 8:00 p.m., Der. 5 at It: Ill

Spartan Daily Classifieds
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - See me
The Spartan Daily does not knowingly ’69 FORD STICK, V-8, 2 dr. hard top.
olOUSING (51
in JC127 1:30 to 4:20 daily except
accept advertising from advertisers who Clean car. Rebuilt engine. $250. 298Wed, or phone 968-0944 anytime. Jim
.
practice discrimination on the basis of 0400. After 5:30 p.m.
OPEN - Old unapproved room- Koski.
race, color, creed or national origin.
TR-4A, IRS, OD, R/H, 23,000 miles, new NOW
1
block
room,
up
per
$45
ing
house
EXPERT TYPIST - Fast, will do all kinds
tires. Real good condition. $1795. Must
from library. 244.3385 or 248-2379.
of typing on electric typewriter. ReasonANNOUNCEMENTS (1)
sell. Call 378.5885 after 5 p.m.
able rates. 292-3901.
kitchen
student,
MALE
ROOM,
FURN.
’63 CHEV. IMPALA V.B. Stick, 2 dr. priv. No smoking or drinking $15. Call
MATURE WOMAN desires typing at
POETRY WANTED FOR Anthology. In- hdtp. Excellent cond. Very clean. New
293.3088.
borne. Reasonable prices. Call 244-6581.
clude stamped envelope, idlawild Pub’ paint job. (Fremont) 656 3611 eves.
tithing Company, 543 Frederick, San
upor
ROOMS - MEN - graduates
TYPING - TURABIAN OR Campbell
Francisco.
per division. Singles & doubles w/ or form. Experienced. West side. Call 252FOR SALE 131
w ’Out kitchen priv. Close to campus. 5288.
SPARTA EUROPE CHARTER - $359
Quiet. 295-2355 or 295-8858.
JUNE 17-SEPT. 6. Price includes S.F.,/
GOING TO PASADENA
TYPING, EXPERIENCED, FAST, neat ,
London round trip: airport trsfrs., first
ROOMMATE WANTED: UPPER divi- work. 21/2 miles from SJS. Thesis, term
.
.
.
I
got
EVERYTHING
SALE:
FOR
and last night Lon. hotel. Call Barbara
297-7721.
William
sion.
148
E.
papers etc. 298-4104. Mrs. Aslanian.
car,
Kyne, group leader, 294.2916 after 5 cheap you name it: I got it. Skiis,
Stereo. The whole bit.) Free with every MALE: UPPER DIV. needed to share PORTRAITS: TOP QUALITY 8"x I 0",
ri,m
purchase - your choice from a selec- big 2 bdrrn, house w/2 others, 1 mi. $2: 16"x20 ’, $3.50. Any size, low rates,
CASH FOR MARTIN for Gibson oval tion of worthless, pre-enlightenment from SJS. $45. 294.3470. 183 George photos of anything, in person or not:
neck, round hole, guitar. Call 269.3744 type record albums they found great St. near Civic Center.
will enlarge nags. Basil Fattah or Bruce
after 4 p.m.
if you are still pre -enlightened.) Come FURN. APT. FOR married couple only. Thul, Moulder Hall 294-2927. No obliJEWISH STUDENTS: PARENTS mem- and see me at 259 San Antonio Court. 475 S. 4th St. Mgr. #11. Phone after gation to buy.
bers of SJ’s Temple Emanu-el? Care to My name is Dan Collie.
5 p.m. 293.5760.
TYPING 25e PER DOUBLE - spaced
have the Synagogue speak out on rele- RADIAL DRILL PRESS, 32", $37.50. Belt
page. 24 per carbon. Will pick up and
vant moral issues such as poverty, civil sander, $14.95. Jointer-plainer, $29.95. NEW 1 BEDROOM APT., all electric deliver 269.5769 after 2 p.m.
kitchen,
disposal,
near
SJS
706
S.
9th
rights, Vietnam war, the draft, the right Bench saw. 8", $29. Lathe, $15, All new
TUTORING - FRENCH, ENGLISH,
St. 295-0763.
to dissent, napalm? Call 244-9841.
tools. 292-0409 or 241-1943.
Spanish retired teacher. Reasonable
rates. AN 4.5716. Phone after 6 p.m.
ENGLISH FISH & CHIPS
TANDBERG MODEL 64 Stereo Tape
LOST
AND
FOUND
161
REGULAR SI ORDER now 50c during Recorder and 44 reels of 1800 foot
month of December at Farrell’s English Scotch Recording Tape. $398. Excellent
TRANSPORTATION (91
Fish & Chip Shop. S. 11th & San Carlos. condition, Call 292-0369.
LOST: TAN WALLET with impt. ID’s on
Open 4.10 pm. daily.
Santa Clara Ave. Nov. 27. Reward for
FOLK CLASSICAL ESPANA Guitar. Ex- return. Linda
$399.60
JET TO AMSTERDAM, June 27,
293-5726. 156 S. 9th.
EASTER WEEK HAWAII-9 DAYS
cellent condition, hardly been played,
return Sept. 4. French study course
APR. 6-14. $259 includes PanAm jet, $120. Call 251-2669 or details.
included a+ ALLIANCE FRANCAISE
meals & champagne en route. Waikiki
PERSONALS 17)
PARIS. German course available too.
hotel Lei greeting, transfers and sight. CAMERA-EXAKTA VX 35mm single-lens
Prof. French, 9875 Santa Monica Blvd.,
seeing. Call Barbara Kyne at 294-2916 reflex. F/I.9 SchneiderXeon 50mm autoBeverly Hills (2131 274-0729,
CUSTOM
MADE
CONTEMPORARY
matic lens, Pena -Prism meter, case. $100.
after 5, or 293.1033.
wedding rings. Original jewelry in cast
Phone 286.8510.
EUROPEAN SUMMER
LAST CHANCE, GIVE Playboy for
gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354-1273/
STUDENTS TO EUROPE this summer!
Christmas at $6.50 for I year. Special SKIS, HEAD, COMP. 220cm, very good 354-8200.
$100.
condition,
296-2674.
Call
SJS
student is invited! Spend six
Every
card
with each
Playboy Christmas gift
order. Call Jim Soletti at 248-1593. AMPLIFIER - FENDER Bandmaster. FREE YOGA CLASS - ALL STU- exciting weeks this summer 1968 explorDENTS.
1
month
of
an
intro.
to
Yoga.
guitar
with
case
and
stand,
New
$785
ing
the
countries
of Europe with SJS
Orders eccepted THURSDAY, Dec. 7
Call 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily: 286-5487. professor & professional tour guide.
will sell for $350. Call 264-8091.
’Th1LY.
Leave after graduation in June & will
MICROSCOPE, OWENS (40X. 100X,
$5 FREE: MUST BE married with hus- 400X). Excellent condition
visit all the highlights of Europe such
SERVICES 181
$60. Call
o ), d or wife 21. All that you do is
as Paris, London, Rome, Florence, Vienna
John at 287.1869 after 4 p.m.
ro: to Filter Queen Vacuum presen& Geneva all included at a special stuREASONABLE
1YPING dent rate! Come To preliminary discust), in your home. No pressure to 30 WATT HARMON.KARDON F14 EXQUISITE,
receiver
w/walnort
stereo
done
by
Miss
Carey
call
case.
293-4700
$110
Call after 7 p.m. 338.3735.
sion
on Tuesday Dec. 5 in Cafeteria
wispeekers $140. 297-2531 eves.
Close to SJS. Mimeo slightly higher
Rooms A & 8 at 2:30 p.m. A candid
per page.
colored
movie of Europe will be shown
121
AUTOMOTIVE
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast. followed by a question & answer perHELP WANTED 141
Term papers. etc. Call 264-8592.
iod. For more information cont.:ct Helen
’67 SPRITE. NEW, real American ,nags,
TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica. Call Callahan, phone 295.4756. We’ll see
PHONE FOR MONEY
radio, heater, MG8 seats, Tonneau cov243-6313, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
you & your friends on Tuesday, Dec. 5th.
er competition exhaust. about 65 HP. PLEASANT PHONE WORK for fraternal
enlisted, must sell, sacrifice, best offer. society from your own private desk in EXPERT TYPIST - THESIS, term papers, SELLING ROUND TRIP airline ticket.
etc.
Phone
258-4335.
pleasant
air
cond.
office.
Part
time
eves.
Don, 295-1469.
Oakland to N. Y. Leave 12-15 - leave
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s. N. Y. 1-2 - Confirmed seat $130. Call
Salary +. 298-1263.
FOR SALE: HONDA 300. ’67. Best of.
Free delivery, free service. No contract. 227-94t8.
GIRLS-GIRLS
fen. Call eves. 293 3591.
Call 251-2598.
TELEPHONE SALES
BUY OF THE WEEK! 9 pass. sta. wag. PART TIME after school. No exp, nee, STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHER - Aware
’60 Ford, std.. trans. R/H. Looks good, just a pleasant voice. Hourly wage
+ Photography. Absolute artistic quality
runs good. 8395! 264-8978.
bonus. Si Jr. Chamber of Commerce Thom Dunks 287-1795.
1966 HONDA T-90, 1091 Almarida Dr. Promotion, Apply Consumers Sampler TYPING - THESIS, TERM papers, etc.
Adv, 586 N. 1st St. rm. 226. 292.2422. Experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674,
Call 248.9819 after 3:30 p.m.
AUSTIN HEALEY. ’59, 100.g, silver,
0.D., excellent condition. $950 or offer.
Call 377.1124.
’61 FORD, AUTOMATIC transmission.
$299. Dependable transportation. New
battery & generator. 244-6304.
HONDA 50 ONLY 140 miles on this
1968 Hondarnatic. $225. Cell 294.1087.
MG MIDGET ’66 wh/bk, radio, heater,
wire ww tires, tonneau cover, 19,000
miles. $1340. Call 292-4530. $450 below
Blue Book. Owner drafted.
FOR SALE: ’65 Honda 160. Call 292.6938.
’43 IMPALA 2.door hardtop. Excellent
condition. $1195. Call 732.0957.
’61 ALFA ROMEO 2.0 litre - conMonday, Wednesday & Friday
vertible. Excellent cond. - $1200 or
best offer. Terms avail. 248.1730 or
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
354.9402.
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.
’65 HONDA, 250 Scrambler 5350 or

an ad:

Classified Adv.
Office - J206

trade for dependable car. Call 2981238 after 5:30 p.m.
’61 VW, WHITE, RH, sunroof. $750.
Call 266-7812 afternoons & evenings.
FOR SALE: PANEL truck, ’54 Chet,
almost new truck tires, it refuses to quit
running. 248.7433. $300.
’59 VW. $595. Good cond. Oversize
engine just overhauled. Going overseas.
Phone 297.0605.
’55 PONTIAC - GOOD condition)
clean, excellent work car. Smog control
& radio. $125. 265.8154 after 5 p.m.
JUST DRAFTED - Must sell ’61 Buick
Electra 4-door, hardtop. Good condition. low mileage. Call 295.7539.
’65 CHEV IMPALA. 4-dr. hdtp. Fact.
air cond. PS:AT. 283 w/Alum 4 bbl.
Mint condition thruout. 298.5366.

(student rates)

Elec. typewriters
New portables
Rental -purchase
Free delivery

have

displays

Mon. they Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

Call at

from

LATO (API
Don R.
23, was arrested while
Bridgeway

interesting

Students may now apply for the
ASB position of Director of Weekend Co-Rec. The Director of this

STUDIO
396 SOUTH FIRST ST.
292.6778
SIDNEY POITIER

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

.-Ieral arrangements for the
o re Id:inner’ In a COM.
II OW(1 by In’ .hine

Wile,A,

more

OVER 21?
NEED $S?
DO THIS NOWI

To Place

The San Jose State College
unraliers will pet-form under the
-01.1 sill sf William J. Erlendson.
insnea ion anti benediction
will be given by the Rev. Ma
r JIM): Ill, First Presbyt crian
minister of Sant :1 Clara.

walking down

tem Model." This demonstrates
how a three dimensional picture
can be placed on two dimensional
film.
These series of displays are
maintained by the Physics Department and are changed according
to the interest that they attract.
The displays pertain to class work
in progress and interest shown by
special groups in the National
Science Department. Some of the

Co-Rec Director
Wanted By ASB

I

Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465
Af350L UTELY SD CHANGE, GIRLS - ALL COVNPL1MEN TS
OF TN’ 0012.hA NE% T Dooe."

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

i
i
I Make Your Lodging
Reservations
Today!

One day

Two days

Three days

2.-2-5
3 lieu. IA - -2.00
2.00
2.50
4 sines
2.7-13.00 --3.1§-5 lin** -43-0
6 lines
3.00
3.50- -En

1

Na refunds possible on canceled eds. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces lor each line)
Four days

Flee days

2.40

2.50

2.90-

LOU

3.40
3.50
3.90- T400’

Add this

amount
for
each addl.

SO

. 50

.50

.50

.50

bon& line

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

o
o

1 295-2242
MMF.411w,Mov.

O

Announcements (1)
AutomOtlee (2)
For Salo (3)

Tuesday & Thursday
I a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

LJ Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
D Lost and Found (6)

0 Penmen (7)
0 Services (8)
Transportation (9)

n

Print Noma

For

Address

Enclosed is $

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
WI JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Pl000s allow 2 days after placing for ad to

appear.

Days

